Time and space-resolved simulations are performed for the density profile and entanglemententropy of trapped ultracold fermions, following near-adiabatic, moderately slow and instantaneous switching off of the trapping potential. The out-of-equilibrium dynamics of the Mott insulator is found to differ profoundly from that of the band insulator and the metallic phase, displaying the self-induced stability of an out-of-equilibrium quantum protectorate.
The experimental realization of ultracold gases of fermionic atoms in optical lattices is one of the major scientific breakthroughs of the past years [1, 2, 3] . In addition to the Pauli exclusion principle, the physics of such systems is governed by three distinct energy scales: the kinetic energy of the fermions, the potential energy due to the confining trap potential, and the fermion-fermion interaction energy. Various numerical [4, 5, 6, 7] and analytical [8] techniques predict that this interplay gives rise to a characteristic spatially varying density profile, displaying coexistence of metallic, Mott-insulator and bandinsulator-like regions in different parts of the trap. Very recently, evidence for such phase-separated density profiles in three-dimensional fermion gases has been obtained experimentally [2, 7] .
Most such investigations have been directed at the stationary states of the many-fermion system, because of the similarity to the possible ground states of stronglycorrelated many-electron systems in condensed-matter physics. Optical realizations of trapped fermions on a lattice, however, also allow one to study the time evolution of such systems, much more directly and easily than in solid-state experiments, and in great detail [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . The present paper makes predictions for such experiments. Specifically, we study the time evolution of the characteristic Mott insulator, bandinsulator and metallic phases after rapid, moderate or near-adiabatic switching off of the trapping potential. This allows us to address two fundamental problems of many-body physics: 'How does an out-of-equilibrium Mott insulator behave?' and 'how does the time evolution of a Mott insulator differ from that of a band insulator and of a metallic phase' ? To answer these questions we present numerical predictions of the out-of-equilibrium density profiles corresponding to the distinct states realized in the trap.
Before describing our methods and results, we recall that in a completely different part of physics a similar transition from static to time-dependent (TD) investigations is taking place: the study of entanglement in many-body systems. Entanglement in such systems is commonly studied from the point of view of its connection to quantum criticality [14, 15, 16] or as a resource for quantum computation [17, 18, 19] . Such studies are frequently directed at properties of (pure or mixed) ground states or other stationary states of the system under investigation. The time evolution of entanglement has received attention [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] e.g. in the context of adiabatic quantum computation, but numerical studies frequently consider only the very particular time evolution resulting from a quantum quench, and mostly focus on bosons or on pure spins. Here we present, in parallel with our results on the time evolution of the density profiles of an expanding cold fermion gas, also the corresponding time evolution of the entanglement-entropy profile. We describe the trapped fermions by the Hamiltonian H(τ ) =Ĥ 0 +V (τ ), witĥ
In Eq. (1), which describes a one-dimensional Hubbard model within an harmonic trap, ij denotes nearest neighbor sites andn iσ = c the unit of energy). The operatorV (τ ) in Eq. (2), wherê n i = σn iσ , controls the switching off of the parabolic potential v i = ki 2 , via the amplitude a(τ ), with the temporal boundary conditions a(0) = 0 for the static trap, and a(τ → ∞) = 1 for the completely switched off trap. Our explicit choice for a(τ ) at all times is
The rate of the switch-off of the trap is thus determined by τ 0 . We consider three cases: τ 0 = 0 + , τ 0 = 300 and τ 0 = 460, representing sudden, intermediate and near adiabatic removals of the trap, respectively.
The ground-state density profile of the HamiltonianĤ 0 is extracted using the Bethe-Ansatz (BA) local-density approximation (LDA) [25] to lattice-density-functional theory [26] . From the ground state we generate the time evolution within Time-Dependent Density-Functional Theory (TDDFT) [27] . We use the lattice version of TDDFT, introduced in [28] for the spin-independent case, which makes use of a spin-compensated, adiabatic BA-LDA (A-BALDA). Finally, the TD entropy profile is generated by means of the entropy LDA [29] , again using an adiabatic description (i.e. the TD entropy functional depends locally in time and space on the TD density). These static and TD LDA-like approaches for the Hubbard model are described in detail in the original references, where they have been tested and benchmarked against exact diagonalization, density-matrix renormalization and quantum Monte Carlo calculations. Such comparisons show that these LDA-like schemes have an accuracy of the order of a few percent for energies, particle densities and entropies. Their very favorable computational cost allows one to study systems of hundreds of sites for any boundary condition, even in the absence of simplifying symmetries. Figure 1 shows a representative ground-state density profile and entanglement-entropy profile. Mott insulating (M), band insulating (B) and vacuum (V) regions correspond to flat regions in the density profile and local minima in the entropy profile. These minima are separated by metallic regions, which in one dimension display Luttinger liquid (L) phenomenology. We now adopt this representative density profile as the initial state for the subsequent time evolution with the full Hamiltonian H(τ ) =Ĥ 0 +V (τ ). The A-BALDA time evolution is performed using a predictor-corrector, split-operator algorithm, with the on-site effective potential computed in the mid-point approximation. Numerical convergence was further checked by halving ∆ [30] .
Panel a) of Fig. 2 illustrates the time-and-space resolved density profile resulting from very slow (near adiabatic) switching-off of the trap. At time τ = 0 the initial density profile is that of Fig. 1 . As expected for near adiabatic switching, for very long times the density evolves towards the ground state of the unconfined system, which in our case corresponds to a uniform distribution of 60 fermions over 100 sites on a ring.
Panel b) gives a more detailed view of the time evolution of the five representative sites. The thin horizontal line indicates the uniform density distribution (n = 0.6) expected for the untrapped system. All sites ultimately attain this density, but in very different ways. Not unexpectedly, the density at the metallic regions (labelled L1 and L2) is rather fluid, and starts evolving towards the uniform density as soon as the trap is reduced. Similarly, the vacuum region (labelled V) gets filled up almost immediately. Interestingly, at intermediate times the vacuum receives more fermions than would correspond to the uniform state. This overshooting, occurring roughly between τ = 100 and τ = 400, is characteristic of a nonequilibrium process.
The Mott regions (labelled M), on the other hand, maintain their density fixed at that at τ = 0, and remain unchanged for long time before they finally start melting around τ = 350. This is what one might intuitively expect: while the metallic phase behaves more like a liquid, the insulating phase behaves more like a solid. However, the full picture is more complex than that: once the density at the originally metallic sites reaches 1 from above (L1) or below (L2), it, too, develops the characteristic Mott behavior and resists melting for an extended period of time. The corresponding transient flat regions are clearly visible in the curves labelled L1 and L2 in panel b). Interestingly, the effect is more pronounced for approach from below than from above.
The band insulator regions might have been expected to behave similar to the Mott insulator regions, but this expectation is not borne out by the data. Rather, the band insulator is as fluid as the metal, and starts evolving towards the uniform state as soon as the trap is beginning to be reduced. This points at a fundamental difference between band and Mott insulators: stabilization of the former is a consequence of the potential the fermions are exposed too (as it is in the case of the common band insulator in crystalline solids), while stabilization of the Mott insulator is due to particle-particle interactions, which are only indirectly influenced by changes of the trapping potential. Essentially, the Mott insulator self-stabilizes, while the band insulator requires an external potential to be stable. Panel c) displays the corresponding time evolution of the entanglement-entropy. Here we find that the two curves that displayed the most different behavior in the density (corresponding to vacuum and band insulating regions, respectively) display very similar behavior. The explanation of this reversal is that the entanglemententropy is related to the degrees of freedom that are available for storing or recovering information, and this number is zero if a site is completely filled or completely empty.
For longer simulation times the entropy also evolves towards that of the uniform system, but again this evolution is significantly retarded in the case of the Mott insulator, whose resistance to melting (increased disorder) is clearly seen to last until about τ = 250. Unlike the total particle number, the total entropy is not conserved, and attains a maximum in the long-time limit. Since we are dealing with a nonequilibrium process, however, the approach to this maximum is not necessarily monotonic. Figure 3 presents similar results for moderate switching off of the trap. Here the approach to the final state is characterized by oscillations around the uniform state, which itself is not reached even for the longest simulation times available to us. However, the overall features of both the density and the entropy are still the same as for near-adiabatic switching.
Finally, Fig. 4 shows results for instantaneous switching. Here, the uniform state is never reached (hence, we display a much shorter time interval), and both the density and the entropy profiles display the wild oscillations characteristic of a system driven forcefully out of equilibrium. Even here, however, the Mott insulator resists the fluctuations more than the band insulator.
In conclusion, we have found that the time evolution of the Mott insulator differs profoundly from that of the band insulator and the metallic phase. The difference reflects itself in self-induced stability of the Mott features even away from equilibrium, both in the density and the entanglement-entropy. This phenomenon is the dynamical equivalent of the quantum protectorate effect previously described in static situations [31] , and should reveal itself in time-of-flight experiments [2, 7] .
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